1st DST ,NEW DELHI - SPONSORED INSPIRE SCIENCE CAMP

Microbiology Department, UCM 2016
DST-INSPIRE SCIENCE INTERNSHIP CAMP -2016
24th- 28th NOV 2016
- DST-INSPIRE SCIENCE INTERNSHIP CAMP -2016” Sponsored by

Department

of Science and technology, Govt.of India was organized by Dr.Bharathi Prakash, Head,
Department of Microbiology of University College, Mangalore as Coordinator. It was
conducted at regional science centre, Pilikula from 24th -28th November 2016. Total 200
students registered for the camp and 169 students attended these 5 days residential
inspire internship science camp.
INSPIRE CAMP was inaugurated by Honorable Vice Chancellor of Mangalore
University, Prof K.Byrappa on the 24th Nov. Dr.Bharathi Prakash Coordinator of DSTINSPIRE SCIENCE INTERNSHIP CAMP introduced the camp details to the audience and
Dr Udayakumar MA, Principal of University College, Mangalore, welcomed the gathering.
Prof.Suresh A Kattera, Honorary Professor, Centre for Nano

and soft matter Science,

Bangalore was the Chief Guest and Keynote speaker. Smt. Gayathri Nayak .KAS officer
Excecutive Director, Pilikula Nisargadhama, Pilikula, was present during the occasion.
5 days Inspire Camp was scheduled with morning 1 hour yoga and meditation. From
9 am onwards there were 3 to 4 sessions from the scientists. They informed students, about
the importance of basic sciences and its research .They gave an insight about how to make
their research application oriented and useful to the mankind. They also directed students
how small ideas and research has been helpful to the society, also the status of research in
India and other country. Afternoon sessions were based on the practical oriented
demonstrations and visit to well-equipped research laboratories of Mangalore University at
Konaje. (CAART, PURSE, CARER, MICROTRONR, ZOOLOGY SHELL MUSEUM,
AND BIOSCIENCE DEPARTMENT) and also visit to the biological park of Pilikula,
Science centre, Zoo. In the evening, there were scientist’s invention skits, Group discussion
and science related short films based on success stories of Nobel Laureates and scientist were
exhibited.
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DST sponsored ‘INSPIRE- SCIENCE INTERNSHIP RESIDENCIAL CAMP” was conducted by Microbiology Dept.
of University College and inaugurated by Honorable Vice Chancellor of Mangalore University, Prof. K. Byrappa on
the 24th Nov.2016Participants of ‘INSPIRE- SCIENCE INTERNSHIP RESIDENCIAL CAMP” sponsored by “DST”
conducted by Microbiology Dept. of University College, Mangalore

The main intention of the programme was to inspire the students about basic sciences
and its application oriented research and to spread its awareness. A book on ‘Renowned 50
scientists’ and a science kits comprising Microscopes, Danial cells, DC Generators and
electrolysis demonstration kits were distributed to all the participants of the INSPIRE camp.
On the 5th day of the Inspire science camp on 28th November 2016, Prof.J.Ishwara
Bhat, Department of Chemistry, Dean, Dept. of science and technology, Mangalore
University, Mangalore and Prof. K. V. Rao, Director, Pilikula Regional Science Centre,
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Pilikula. Mrs.Sumangala of Microbiology dept. anchored the programme. Inspire camp
participants told that camp sessions have widened their horizons of science and gave
tremendous information on basic sciences. Camp has guided them to know basically what
research is. and how to pursue their goals towards it. They also suggested keeping the camp
for one week and increase the camp strength as many other students were interested to attend
the camp. Excellent feedback on this camp was given by the inspired camp participants and
expressed their opinion to attend the camp next year also.
15 Students of B.Sc microbiology worked as volunteers to the programme enhancing
their leadership quality.
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2nd DST ,NEW DELHI - SPONSORED INSPIRE SCIENCE CAMP

Microbiology Department, UCM 2017
DST-INSPIRE SCIENCE INTERNSHIP CAMP -2017
14th- 18th NOV 2017
DST-INSPIRE SCIENCE INTERNSHIP CAMP -2017 Sponsored by

Department of

Science and technology, Govt.of India was organized by Dr. Bharathi Prakash, Head,
Department of Microbiology of University College, Mangalore as Coordinator. It was
conducted at regional science centre, Pilikula from 14th -18th November 2017. Total 200
students registered for the camp and 200 students attended this five days residential
inspire internship science camp.
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Inauguration programme started with the prayer of Lord Ganesh. Dr Udaykumar M A,
Principal of University College welcomed all the participants. Dr. Bharathi Prakash, Head,
Department of Microbiology

introduced the camp motto to the audience as a camp

coordinator. Dr. Umesh Sharma, Scientist from DST, New Delhi inaugurated the inspire
camp on 14th Nov, 2017. Prof T J Pandian, a Shanthi Swaroop Bhatnagar awardee from
Madurai and Prof G D Khedkar, Director of Paul Hebert’s Center for DNA Barcoding and
biodiversity Studies from Marathwada University, Aurangabad, Prof K V Rao Director of
Science center,Pilikula, present in the programme, wished the function all the success. Guest
of honour Sri.Prasanna Executive director of Pilikula Nisargadhama encouraged the student
to explore science centre and announced about the quiz competition to be conducted on
swachha Bharat for PUC students at Pilikula. Dr Bharathi Pillar of Computer Science
department was the anchor of the programme. Dr Nagaratna of Zoology department
concluded the programme with vote of thanks.
A total of 201 Participants from 12 different colleges in and around Mangalore were present
for this Inspire camp. For this camp various eminent scientists from well reputed institutes all
over India were invited to share their knowledge and interact with camp students. Inspire
camp also provided the Hands –on practical demonstrations and field visits along with the
regular scientific sessions. The success stories and scientific videos were also displayed for
the students. Self-awareness and communication skill talks were included as the evening
activities. Science kits were distributed to all the participants.
16 Students of B.Sc microbiology worked as volunteers to the programme enhancing
their leadership quality.
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3nd DST ,NEW DELHI - SPONSORED INSPIRE SCIENCE CAMP

Microbiology Department, UCM 2018
DST-INSPIRE SCIENCE INTERNSHIP CAMP -2018
25th- 29th NOV 2018
DST-INSPIRE SCIENCE INTERNSHIP CAMP -2018 Sponsored by

Department of

Science and technology, Govt.of India was organized by Dr. Bharathi Prakash, Head,
Department of Microbiology of University College, Mangalore as Coordinator. It was
conducted at regional science centre, Pilikula from 24th -28th November 2018. Total 200
students registered for the camp and 198students attended this five days residential
inspire internship science camp.

The first day of DST Inspire Camp began on 25th of November, 2018 with the
inaugural function. Prof. Shrini Kaveri, Director, CNRS Office in India, Embassy of France,
New Delhi, inaugurated the function by lighting the lamp. He gave a keynote speech on the
topic “The importance of environment on the society; and our responsibility; The role of
science.” Students were enlightened about the societal challenges and their role in it. Dr. G D
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Khedkar, Director, Paul Herberts centre for DNA Barcoding and Biodiversity studies,
released the INSPIRE magazine. The ‘Hand Hygiene Campaign’ magazine was released by
Prof. A M Khan, Registrar, Mangalore University, Mangalore.
The Valedictory programme of DST – INSPIRE Camp began at 12pm on 29th of
November. Dignitaries adorning the dais were Dr K V Rao, Dr Uday Kumar M A
,Manjunatha Shetty, Asst. Commissioner of Traffic Police, Mangalore and Dr Bharathi
Prakash. Dr Bharathi Prakash, co-ordinator of the inspire camp 2018 gave a brief bulletin of
the entire camp held for 5 days at the Pilikula Campus. Dr K V Rao addressed the student
mass with his inspiring words for the departure of the camp. Varun from SM Khushe PU
College and Jayashree from SDM PU College delivered their feedback on behalf of the
student mass. Chief guest of the programme; Mr Manjunatha Shetty addressed the gathering
with his motivational words. He also shared with the crowd his student life experiences and
implored the students to shape their future into beautiful success with their hard work.
Certificates and prizes for the various competitions were given away. Dr Uday Kumar M A,
Principal of University College, Mangaluru delivered the presidential address imposing the
young generation of today for tomorrow’s future success. Dr Udaya Kumar awarded an
appreciation certificate to Dr Bharathi Prakash, Coordinator of Inspire Camp, for 3rd time
conducting an Inspire science camp sponsored by DST, New Delhi at Pilikula. Dr Bharathi
Prakash delivered the vote of thanks and implored the students to motivate their juniors to
participate in future Inspire camps.
14 Students of B.Sc microbiology worked as volunteers to the programme enhancing
their leadership quality.
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4th DST ,NEW DELHI - SPONSORED INSPIRE SCIENCE CAMP

Microbiology Department, UCM 2019
DST-INSPIRE SCIENCE INTERNSHIP CAMP -2019
14th- 18th NOV 2019.
DST-INSPIRE SCIENCE INTERNSHIP CAMP -2019 Sponsored by

Department of

Science and technology, Govt.of India was organized by Dr. Bharathi Prakash, Head,
Department of Microbiology of University College, Mangalore as Coordinator. It was
conducted at regional science Centre, Pilikula from 14 th 18th November 2019. Total 200
students registered for the camp and 200 students attended this 5-day residential inspire
internship science camp.

The DST INSPIRE Winter Science Camp held for students scoring above 90.02% in
their S.S.L.C began on the evening of 13th November 2019 at Pilikula Science Center,
Mangaluru. 204 students had arrived from 18 colleges and were given temporary
accommodation in the rooms of Urban Hut amidst the nature. Everyday till the 18th of
November 2019, there was Yoga and held early morning to give the energetic start to the
splendid and knowledgeable day ahead. Breakfast was served at 7.30am and everybody was
lead to the auditorium of Pilikula Regional Science Centre for the sessions of lectures and
hands on by Scientists. All the sessions ended with the questionnaire and interaction session
to clear the doubts and answers the young developing minds had.
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On 18th Nov for the valedictory programmes, Sumangala Madam welcomed the gathering.
Student Sudarshan was asked to for the prayer. Principal of the college, Dr. Uday Kumar
welcomed the guest on the dias. Dr. Bharathi Prakash was asked to give a brief note of the
inspire camp and she congratulated everyone who participated in the camp.
Prof. Lokesh M, Registrar of Mangalore University presided the function. Dr
Udaykumar, Principal of the college, Prof. K V Rao., Prof LS Shashidhara, an S S Bhatnagar
awardee from Indian Institute of Science education and research of Pune, were present. On
the last day students carried lots of camp memories and take home messages. Also in their
feedback requested college to conduct such an Inspire camp next year also. Dr Bharathi
Prakash, camp coordinator concluded the programme with vote of thanks.
12 Students of B.Sc microbiology worked as volunteers to the programme enhancing their
leadership quality.
Inspire 2019 – Invitation, banner, Poster, certificate, and memento and paper cuttings
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